RESOLUTION TO SEEK THE IMMEDIATE REMOVAL OF STEPHEN MILLER

WHEREAS, Stephen Miller, in his capacity as Senior Political Advisor to President Donald J. Trump, has a direct influence on the creation of federal policies and executive orders;

WHEREAS, the Southern Poverty Law Center released over 900 of Stephen Miller’s xenophobic personal emails to editors from Breitbart News, a website known for publishing far-right conspiracy theories;

WHEREAS, over 80% of the released emails directly reference race or immigration, including praise of the Immigration Act of 1924, an act that implemented a national origin quota to limit immigration from certain countries in order to preserve U.S. homogeneity;

WHEREAS, in the released emails, Stephen Miller refers to non-white refugees as “foreign-born terrorists;”

WHEREAS, Miller’s emails further demonstrate his ongoing anti-immigrant, white nationalist ideology that drives Trump Administration policies, such as the zero tolerance policy and family separation, decreases in asylum and refugee admissions, efforts to end Temporary Protected Status, efforts to gut the Flores Settlement Agreement, the attempt to add a citizenship question to the decennial Census, the Muslim ban, and the demonization of Latinos and immigrants;

WHEREAS, NHLA has previously opposed numerous Trump Administration policies influenced by Stephen Miller;

AND WHEREAS, NHLA condemns any demonstrated white nationalist being in a position advising the President of the United States;

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the NHLA calls for Stephen Miller’s immediate resignation or removal, and that NHLA sees any delay in his removal as an endorsement of his white nationalist ideology.